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Intro: 

F Em F Em

                              F           Em

I could tell your'e keeping secrets from me

                         Em            Em

Why you always keeping secrets from me?

                           F

I know that you got some secrets

                Em

Don't know how long you could keep it

                             F            Em

Why you trying to hide these secrets from me?

But what?s in the dark, it?s gotta come to the light

Ay, ay

Skeletons come out your closet at night

Ay, ay

Give me a truth or you give me a lie

Let me decide

Why you trying to hide these secrets from me?

Why? -hy? (Why? -hy?)
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F

Loved you

 Em

With all my

You were my

Main guy.

F      

We were so

         Em

The west side

We were ride

    F

Or die.

Nobody could take us apart like

Oh god, yeah, you my heart right

Never thought that we could fall out like

This.

You ain?t got to lie to me, lie to me, lie to me

You?re making it hard to be, hard to be

Tears ain?t in my eyes, so the song?s gotta cry for me

You thought that I couldn?t see.

I could tell you?re keeping secrets from me

Why you always keep them secrets from me?

I know that you got some secrets

Don?t know how long you could keep it

Why you trying to hide these secrets from me?

But what?s in the dark, it gotta come to the light

Ay, ay

Skeletons come out your closet at night

Ay, ay (Ay, ay)
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Give me a truth or you give me a lie

Let me decide

Why you trying to keep them secrets from me?

Why? -hy? (Why? -hy?)

You were my lighthouse

Guide me home whenever the light?s out

Who do I run to and call now?

Can?t believe you would let me down.

We were supposed to go, do you see now?

You would be the one I would lean on

I don?t even know what to believe now

Why? -hy?

You ain?t got to lie to me, lie to me, lie to me

You making it hard to be, hard to be

Tears ain?t in my eyes, so the song?s gotta cry for me

You thought that I couldn?t see

I could tell you?re keeping secrets from me

Why you always keep them secrets from me?

I know that you got some secrets (Secrets)

Don?t know how long you could keep it (Keep it)

Why you trying to hide these secrets from me?

But what?s in the dark, it gotta come to the light

Ay, ay

Skeletons come out your closet at night

Ay, ay (Ay, ay)

Give me a truth or you give me a lie

Let me decide

Why you trying to keep them secrets from me?

Why? -hy? (Why? -hy?)

I could tell you?re keeping secrets from me (Why?)
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Why you always keep them secrets from me?

I know that you got some secrets (Secrets)

Don?t know how long you could keep it (Keep it)

Why you trying to hide these secrets from me?

Ay ay, ayy?
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